Stamp Tongs
Philatelic tongs – not to be confused with the tweezers that one keeps in the medicine cabinet – are must have items
for every philatelist. Get into the habit right away of using your tongs every time you work with stamps: tongs,
properly used, will work as clean, delicate extensions of your fingers, and prevent dirt, skin oil, and other
undesirables from getting on your philatelic paper, plus avoiding bends and tears on the items.
You will notice the words “ properly used” in the last paragraph. This is important. As with many helpful instruments in life
(knives, scissors, razor blades), careless use can result in a great deal of harm. Cut some plain paper into small pieces and
experiment with your tongs to see what happens when you are not careful with the pressure, angle, and method of using
them.
Grasp a scrap of paper firmly with the pointy-ended style of tongs and see what happens ... if that had been a
longed-for acquisition, would you have wanted that hole punctured right in the middle of the stamp? Try picking up
another “pseudo stamp” – more gently this time – and see how it is possible to hold the piece firmly yet delicately,
with no marks left on it from overzealous tonging!
There are a variety of tongs available to accommodate your own preferences as well as specific uses. Some are
quite pointed and require great care in handling stamps. “For experts only” are the extra-long models ( five or six
inches) with pointy ends: the combination of length and sharp “noses” requires an adeptness that one gets only after
a good bit of experience (if even then).
The rounded, spatula-like style known as the “spade” is a good, general purpose style. An extremely handy style is
the angled model, which has a bend near the tips that makes removing stamps from watermark fluid pans, for
example, very easy. This style also is good for gently easing stamps in and out of stockbooks, etc.
Tongs are available a very reasonable prices ( only a couple of dollars) from most any stamp dealer and by mail
from philatelic supply houses. Check the classified ads in philatelic publications under “accessories” and send for
catalogues from some of the major distributors of supplies.
Tongs are among the least expensive stamp needs and also among the most essential. You may find that you will
want to have several different kinds to suit varying special purposes, but the expense will be worth it, and your
philatelic will be the better for not being “fingered”!
**********************
1840 – The Penny Black.
May 1, 1840
The Penny Black, the world’s first adhesive postage, went on sale.
May 6, 1840
The Penny Black was valid for postage.
May 8, 1840
2-penny Blue was available.
Due to the minimum-rate reduction, expected to take place in January 1840, the British Treasury sponsored a
competition to find a suitable design for the first adhesive postage stamp. After much discussion, Sir Rowland Hill’s
suggestion was chosen. Hill proposed to use the profile of Queen Victoria because it was the most suitable design and
would deter counterfeiters. Hill felt that the public, which was so familiar with the Queen’s profile, would detect any
changes instantly.
Many aspects of the new stamp were borrowed from other areas or agencies. The size and form of the stamp were
taken from adhesive labels used by the Board of Inland Revenue. The background of the stamp was taken from the
contemporary bank notes. The letters in the corners of the first stamps were a security feature.
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